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On April 14, 2003, the NASDAQ
Stock Market, Inc. (“Nasdaq”) imple-
mented an official closing price stan-
dard for Nasdaq-listed issues. In the
past, mutual funds have relied on the
“last sale price” disseminated by
Nasdaq for NAV calculation. The
new standard, known as the Nasdaq
Official Closing Price (“NOCP”), is
expected to replace the “last sale
price.”

Mutual funds and their administrators
and investment advisers should be
aware that this change is happening
and they should consider the impact
of the NOCP implementation on
their current pricing systems and their
public disclosure documents. Mutual
funds, in particular, should review
their pricing and valuation policies
and their prospectus and statement of
additional information to ensure that
they reflect best practices and con-
form to any changes implemented by
fund pricing agents. The remainder of
this alert provides more detail on the
NOCP and the changes that might be
required to current policies and dis-
closures.

Explanation of the New
Standard
The NOCP will be calculated at
4:00:02 p.m., Eastern Time, immedi-
ately after the market close, approxi-
mately 90 seconds earlier than the
current time for the “last sale price.”
The NOCP will be released at 4:01:30
p.m., and finalized at 5:15 p.m. By
including only those trade reports that

are submitted within two seconds of
the market close, the NOCP will pre-
vent slow-reporting market partici-
pants from setting the closing price. It
is possible, however, that trade can-
cels or corrections to those reports
will result in a change to the price
that is used as the final NOCP.

Nasdaq will calculate the NOCP by
comparing the last trades reported
with the best bid and ask quotes and
spreads in Nasdaq’s proprietary sys-
tems. The NOCP will be “normal-
ized” if the “last sale price” is outside
the prevailing spread. Normalization
involves adjusting the NOCP to
reflect the best prices on the Nasdaq
system and will integrate more market
information into the closing price. As
a result, the NOCP should be a more
representative and transparent closing
price than the “last sale price.”
Although the NOCP may be the same
as the “last sale price,” frequently
there will be divergence, especially for
the most active issues. During
Nasdaq’s testing period, the NOCP
differed from the “last sale price” for
7.6% of all Nasdaq issues and for
more than 58% of Nasdaq-100 and
S&P 500 issues.

Contact Your Pricing Agent
Nasdaq is strongly encouraging pric-
ing agents to migrate to the NOCP as
their sole pricing standard for Nasdaq
issues. The major indices (i.e., Dow
Jones, Nasdaq, Russell and S&P) have
decided to use the NOCP for index
value calculations. Certain pricing

agents have decided to fully adopt the
NOCP and will no longer transmit
“last sale price” information. Even if
primary pricing sources continue to
provide “last sale prices,” secondary
sources may decide not to do so;
accordingly, the quality and availability
of second source data may be limited.
Funds should contact their pricing
agent to determine whether the agent
will use the NOCP and how their cur-
rent pricing feeds and secondary
sourcing will be affected by the
NOCP implementation.

Timing Issue – NOCP
Dissemination and NAV
Calculation
Funds should consider whether the
NOCP will affect the timing of daily
NAV calculation. As noted above,
trade cancels or corrections submitted
between 4:02 p.m. and 5:15 p.m. may
result in adjustments to the NOCP.
The potential for such change already
exists under the current “last sale
price” system. Until the NOCP has
been implemented, however, it is
uncertain whether changes will occur
more frequently under the new sys-
tem. We have been tentatively
informed by various service providers
that the implementation of the
NOCP is not expected to change the
current timing of NAV calculation.
However, funds should contact their
administrators and pricing agents to
determine whether the NOCP will
affect their particular NAV calculation
procedures.
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Review Your Pricing Policies
Pricing policies typically state that the
pricing of securities listed on national
securities exchanges or securities mar-
kets will be based on the “last sale
price.” This language will need to be
changed for funds whose pricing
agents are using the NOCP. Funds
should review their pricing policies
and determine whether they allow the
fund to shift to the NOCP without
revision. If revision is necessary,
funds should consider providing suffi-
cient leeway to use the NOCP or any
similar standard that is implemented
by an exchange or market in the
future. The “last sale price” might
serve as an appropriate fall-back “fair
value” price if an official closing price
is not available.

Disclosure Documents
Funds should also review their
prospectuses and statements of addi-
tional information to ensure that any
descriptions of the pricing of fund
shares or the fund’s pricing policies
addresses the new pricing standard.
For example, an “official closing
price” could be given primacy over
the “last sale price,” which would be
used only when an official closing
price is not available.

What Paul Hastings Can Do
Our investment management lawyers
can help you update your pricing poli-
cies and procedures and your disclo-
sure documents to conform with the
new pricing standard. If you have any
questions concerning the implementa-
tion of the NOCP or any other mat-
ter, please contact any one of us.
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